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TwinZapp; separation of emulsions without consumables
The last separation step for emulsified
water is now possible without consumables and without the need for
specialized personnel. Reliably polishing
waste water to below discharge limits
now comes as a robust, skid mounted
solution.
TwinZapp technology consists of a twostep process:
• The emulsions are destabilized through an oxidization process
• The resulting neutrally buoyant particles are separated with a backwashable deep filtration system
Emulsions in produced formation water are a given as corrosion inhibitors and other chemicals are injected. On drilling rigs, high amounts of
slop water are generated while cleaning pits and decks. The emulsions

are often too strong to simply let gravity and time do its job. Space
and time are exactly two major constraints in an offshore environment. Another constraint is manpower.
Twin Filter and Brilliant Water Solutions have developed a DNV and
ATEX Zone II certified skid which operates independent of ongoing
processes. No re-engineering is required. The skid is simply a last
step add-on before water is discharged and treats the water continuously at a typical rate of 30 bbl per hour.
The emulsified water is first subjected to a mild, well controlled,
electrical oxidation process. Release of reactive oxygen, hydroxyl and
other radicals destabilize the present surface active components. The
resulting free oil along with the neutrally buoyant particles (and associated oil) as well as a sizeable fraction of the dissolved aromatics is
then removed by a fully re-generable filter at the final polishing stage.
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One of the largest Nutshell Filter Vessels worldwide built by Twin Filter!
Twin Filter is selected by GS E&C in Seoul Korea, to supply two Nutshell Filter
Packages, each train (package) consists of four identical Skid Mounted Nutshell
Filter Vessels.
Twin Filter was chosen because of its experience, references and knowledge of
Media Filters.
These (Wall) Nutshell Filters will be among the largest worldwide. As the dimensions of each horizontal filter vessel are 2.7 meter diameter and approximately 13.5
meter length.
The two Nutshell Filter Trains will each be capable of filtering 2319 m3/hr of produced (effluent) water, to be used as injection water for enhancing the Natural Gas
production and will be installed at KOC for the WARA Project in Kuwait.
The agreement includes provision of Project Management, Engineering, Manufacturing, Assembling, Automation and Support during the Commissioning and Start-up in Kuwait.
Wijbrand Schouten, President of Twin Filter: “I’m extremely proud of the sales team, Twinners are Winners! And I’m looking forward to continue
the collaboration with this EPC contractor.”

Passion for Filtration

A Parker Hannifin
corporation...

INTRODUCTION
Dear Twinfo reader,
it gives me great pleasure to use this introduction to inform you about the latest developments within Twin Filter. As you might
have read in our previous Twinfo newsletters this has been an eventful year for us.
In April 2011 we announced our merger
with Velcon Filters, and now we have recently become part of Parker Hannifin
Corporation, a global leader in motion
and control technologies that operates in
almost 50 countries around the globe. We
are excited to be part of such a multinational corporation and know that this will
bring us many opportunities and development and growth possibilities.
The article next to this introduction is all
about what happened the last two years. If
you have any maintaining questions after
reading this, please feel absolutely free to ask
them! Our contact details are underneath.
All the best to you!
Wijbrand Schouten

A lot has happened in the past two years at Twin Filter. After 26 years of success, Velcon
Filters LCC, a global market leader in the manufacturing of filtration equipment and replacement
cartridges for the aviation, industrial fuel and industrial process filtration markets, agreed to
acquire Twin Filter at the end of March 2011. Velcon Filters was acquired in 2009 by a private
equity firm; The Sterling Group, who later on also added Warner Lewis in Germany to the group.
It was only for one and a half years later, on the 1st November 2012 when Parker Hannifin Corporation completed the acquisition of the Velcon Filters group.
As part of this acquisition, Twin Filter B.V., with our focus on the Industrial Process markets
and more specifically the Oil & Gas sector becomes part of the Parker domnick hunter Process
Division in Europe, a business operating within Parkers Filtration Group Europe. The addition of Twin
Filter products, technologies and project expertise will significantly enhance the overall solutions
capability of Parker in the key Oil and Gas sector. Unifying Twin Filters products and filtration
expertise with Parkers existing portfolio of instrumentation, hoses and connectors designed for
the Oil and Gas sector will establish Parker as a global leader in this industry and gives us the
possibility to offer our customers total solutions and local support worldwide.
With the many successful years of experience that Twin Filter has working within the Oil and Gas
sector we will remain the ‘centre of excellence’ for this market on a global basis.
Current products manufactured for niche applications within the Food & Beverage and
Pharmaceutical markets, such as Horizontal Plate and Nutsche Filter Systems, will be used to
extend the existing portfolio of Parker domnick hunter products and services and gives us the
capability to provide all customers with complete process solutions.
There is an excellent strategic fit between Twin Filter and Parker domnick hunter and we look
forward to continuing to provide excellent service and solutions to our existing and future
customers.
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Completion Fluids Filtration project
in South East Asia
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• High flow rate systems

SCOPE OF SUPPLY

• Vertical pressure leaf units

• 3x complete filtration spread;

• Magnum cartridge units

3x filter press 1500,

• Auxillary supply: TSS meters,

3x dual slurry skid, 3x duplex

hose baskets and hoses

cartridge filter unit,

BENEFITS

3x pump set and 1x dual

• Easy operation and maintenance

powder dosing system.

• Ability to handle high volumes and high dirt loads
• Designed and built for offshore use

• Filter cartridges from Twin
Filter Singapore warehouse.

SPORTS BRINGS US TOGETHER
As you probably know from our previous Twinfo newsletters, sports play an important role within the Twin Filter
culture. It stimulates our team spirit and healthy employees are generally more productive. Many Twin Filter employees
have participated in several sporting events this year, varying from tennis to ice skating and running.
Already a big part of the Twin Filter team has been inspired by Wijbrand Schouten and has set their minds to running.
Not only employees, but also their spouses and children have caught this running virus ans participated in several runs
this year:
Slachte Marathon			Friesland
Dam tot Damloop 			
Amsterdam – Zaandam
Zaanse Schansloop		
Zaandam
Halve Marathon of Amsterdam
Amsterdam
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Horizontal Plate Filter for removing catalyst
(Stannic Oxide) from plasticizer production process
Until now Emerald Kalama Chemical, a business unit of Emerald Performance Materials, produces their K-FLEX® products
at its Kalama, Washington (USA) facility. Due to an increasing demand for more environmental friendly high performance
plasticizers, a new plant was built in Rotterdam this year. The K-FLEX products have a low VOC content, are non-SVHC and are
readily biodegradable. K-FLEX materials are also cleared by FDA food-contact regulations for uses in food contact applications.
The new process in Rotterdam is designed to duplicate the
capacity of the U.S. production plant. At this U.S. facility, our
Twin Filter Horizontal Plate Filter performs extremely well, in
removing catalyst from the product leaving the reactor, for
many years. In order to produce the same high quality products
at the Rotterdam production location, the Twin Filter Horizontal
Plate Filter was again installed to remove the catalyst from the
production flow to obtain a bright and clear product.
The now installed HPF is twice the size in capacity compared
with the one installed at the U.S. facility. It has a filtration
surface of 14m2 (design pressure is 12 bar(g), design temperature 265oC). A significant advantage of the Horizontal Plate
Filter is, that it is a one step filtration, enabling separation of
particles to below 1 micron in size.

INFILTRATED

Lennart

As of the first of June 2012 Lennart Visser joined our team at Twin Filter. Five days a week he keeps himself busy at the
Inside Sales department by preparing quotations and giving customers the best solutions for their filtration requirements.
Before Lennart came to Twin Filter he worked as a sales engineer at KSB pumps. He also has experience as a salesman in
the telecommunication and knows everything about cars! His automotive knowledge does not only come from his study
automotive technology, but also from working at car dealers (Opel and Fiat) as a technician and a warehouse manager.
We found Lennart through Monsterboard and at his interviews Lennart felt the warm and informal atmosphere here at
Twin Filter and knew this would be a place for him where he would feel comfortable and in place! He denies living (almost)
next door to Twin Filter had anything to do with his choice…! In his spare time Lennart likes to watch and play lots of soccer and ride his very cool motorbike. Lennart: “So far I really like being at Twin and hope to be able to stay here for many
years!” We hope so too Lennart.

Vittorio

John Duin also joined our team and has
Vittorio Stanco joined Twin Filter as of the first of September, to start worbeen working with us as of June 11th,
king as an account manager at the Process Department. His focus will
2012, as Account Manager with the
mainly be on air filtration. But many years ago... Vittorio studied autoOilfield Division. After his study Process
motive and aircraft technology, which later on he complemented with a
and Environmental Technique, he conticourse in helicopter maintenance. Besides all the technological studies,
nued to study alongside his work and
Vittorio still had some time to learn about commercial economics and
took several courses in Sales and Sales
marketing, NIMA A! He started his worManagement. His last employer was
king career at Fokker Aircraft, as an airAmafilter. During his working career
craft mechanic. Over the years Vittorio
John gained over 20 years of experience in Project and Sales
had several jobs and gained lots of sales
Management, while working with sophisticated companies such
experience in, among other pumps (SPX
as Shell, DSM, NAM, BASF/Johnson, ABB, Jacobs, Technip, Bayer,
Flow Technology) and filtration equipSiemens, Campina, PPG and many others. Twin Filter invited John
ment (Amafilter). A couple of old colleagues of Vittorio from
for an interview, while both parties knew that the MAHLE plant
Amafilter already worked at Twin Filter and encouraged him to
in Alkmaar would close at the beginning
send in his application. He did, got invited and the rest speaks
of 2013. A great opportunity for both to
for itself. Of course we asked him the question; How do you like
come together and build a future at Twin
Twin Filter so far? He had one word: Super!
Filter. John’s hobbies are mainly riding
his motor bike, skiing, the gym, going
on holidays and of course his three kids!
He likes Twin Filter because if its team
Mareille Schouten, daughter of Wijspirit and sales driven working style and
brand Schouten, has also joined our
is very happy with his choice. In his first
team as of the 5th of September 2012.
few weeks John already booked a large
Mareille is still in school and has set
order, so we are happy he’s on board
2013 as her year to graduate. She stuwith us.
dies CETO (Commercial Economics for
Future Entrepreneurs). She follows a
dual study, which means that she has 6
months of school followed by 6 months work. She already finished two working periods, the first at Just Brands,
a fashion store, where she assisted the financial and styling departments. The second working period she assisted Rob Meijn with the marketing activities for his company D-lep. Being the bosses daughter and with her mother who used to and her sister still working at Twin, she heard so many stories about how great the company is,
that she really wanted to experience it herself. A few months ago Mareille moved out of her family home and into the big city; Amsterdam!
She likes to decorate homes, she got her PADI during her vacation in Curacao and likes to go swimming, surfing, ice skating, wake- and snowboarding. Her father’s big hobby ‘running’ is actually one she doesn’t aspire...

John

Mareille

Oil and Gas Exhibitions

Process Exhibitions

3 - 6 May

OTC

Houston

26 - 36 September

Offshore Europe

Aberdeen

15 - 16 October

Offshore Energy

Amsterdam

10 - 13 November

ADIPEC

Abu Dhabi

19 - 21 March

Aqua Nederland

The Netherlands

3 - 4 April

Sulphur and
Sulphuric Acid

Sun City, Africa

9 - 10 April

OFI Middle East

Cairo, Egypt

28 - 1 May

OACS

Canada

18 - 20 September

Oils and fats

Middel East

4 - 7 November

Sulphur

Miami

